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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Jan 6 10:32:45 2020
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon, 6 Jan 2020 15:32:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (January 2020)
Message-ID:
<BL0PR0901MB41303C6C6F7DE6834789C518BC3C0@BL0PR0901MB4130.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>

EXPLORE RELIC
January 2020 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
pwcgov.org/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>.

[U.S. Colored Troops and Black Confederates]<http://bit.ly/2KZOmDx>
U.S. COLORED TROOPS AND BLACK CONFEDERATES<http://bit.ly/2KZOmDx>
The 180,000 men of the U.S. Colored Troops (USCT) played a decisive role in winning
the Civil War. Slaves were forced to toil behind Confederate lines or accompany
their masters to war. Dr. Eugene Betit, author of Collective Amnesia: American
Apartheid, speaks on the roles of African Americans on both side of the
battlefield.
Tuesday, January 21, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2KZOmDx>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
________________________________
[Tips and Tricks of Reading Old Handwriting]<http://bit.ly/34q8nLr>
TIPS AND TRICKS OF READING OLD HANDWRITING<http://bit.ly/34q8nLr>
Are you struggling to decipher chicken scratch? Taken out of context, everything is
just a scribble. Paleography, the study of old handwriting, is an art form.
Genealogist Katie Derby will teach you tips and techniques in the art of reading
and interpreting the squiggles and scrawls of scriveners past.
Wednesday, January 22, 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.<http://bit.ly/34q8nLr>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]
THIS AND THAT On Monday, December 16, RELIC welcomed librarian Kirk Johnson as our new department
supervisor. Kirk has been the Library's serials manager for the past 10 years.
Among his past responsibilities have been arranging for our online databases and

selecting materials for RELIC. He has a master's degree in library science from the
University of Maryland and a master's in American History from George Mason
University.
Kirk succeeds Angie Miller, who continues at Bull Run Library as a senior librarian
in Adult Services. We wish Angie the best and look forward to working with Kirk.
________________________________
We are pleased to report an upgrade to the software making Prince William County's
historic land records available online to the general public. Records prior to 1918
can now be accessed at www4.pwcgov.org/Web<http://www4.pwcgov.org/Web> (a slightly
different address; case is important). The new interface allows researchers to
read, print and download those early county land records, back to 1731.
[Prince William County Deed Book 8_ p. 335. Courtesy of Clerk of the Circuit
Court_s website.]<http://www4.pwcgov.org/Web>
Prince William County Deed Book 8, p. 335. Courtesy of Clerk of the Circuit Court's
website.
________________________________
We also can announce that after Central Community Library in Manassas is remodeled
next spring, RELIC will move to new facilities within that building. You can look
forward to improved space for our collections and customers. Learn more about
Central's exciting renovations at pwcgov.org/library<http://undefined/>.

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relicprograms.aspx>
[AFRICAN-AMERICAN GENEALOGY_ TRACKING FAMILIES BEFORE THE CIVIL
WAR]<https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx>
AFRICAN-AMERICAN GENEALOGY: TRACKING FAMILIES BEFORE THE CIVIL
WAR<https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx>
Discovering African American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There
are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC's
Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships
while demonstrating the process using a case study approach.
Chinn Park: Monday, February 3, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2PK9mAU>
Bull Run: Tuesday, February 25, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/36ZdDGO>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org

[Jennie Dean]<http://bit.ly/2PGJaYa>
A SCHOOL OF THEIR OWN: INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN POST-RECONSTRUCTION
VIRGINIA<http://bit.ly/2PGJaYa>
In late 19th century Virginia, educational opportunities for African Americans were
slim. Jennie Dean, a former slave, was inspired to uplift her people. Learn how
vision, faith, and exceptional fundraising established an industrial school for
young people of color in Manassas. Presented by Ellie Hill from the Manassas
Museum.
Tuesday,<http://bit.ly/2PGJaYa> February 11, 2:00<http://bit.ly/2PGJaYa> - 3:30
p.m.
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relicprograms.aspx>
To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-news.aspx>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60
to 90 minutes. *Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of
Bull Run Library. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or email relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register
online at RELIC
Programs<https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx>.
To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign up for the
PWPLS newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703-792-8150
Questions and comments are always welcome.
[Like us on Facebook]<https://www.facebook.com/PrinceWilliamPublicLibraries>
[Follow us on Twitter]<https://twitter.com/PrinceWmLibrary>
[View on Instagram]<https://instagram.com/pwpls>
[Find us on Pinterest]<https://www.pinterest.com/pwpls/>
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Jan 8 12:57:00 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 8 Jan 2020 17:57:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due February 1)
Message-ID: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
The Genealogy Guys Podcast and Vivid-Pix co-sponsor the Unsung Heroes Award to

recognize members of the genealogy community who digitize or index photos and other
documents of value to genealogical researchers.
THE CLOCK IS TICKING! Nominations are due at midnight EST on 1 February 2020. You
can even nominate yourself!
Please visit our blog post for details and nomination forms at
http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/<http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pixissue-call.html/?
fbclid=IwAR3ULqwl4IWgrrzc3CYI9gC8LcHoELJmyGGNy4uvA8KvE4uddBW6lsCosp0>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200108/
c88b5214/attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Thu Jan 9 22:38:22 2020
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2020 22:38:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a genealogy/history
department
Message-ID: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
Hello,
I have never interviewed candidates before. Please send me your top
questions that have lead to great colleagues.
Thank you.
Sharen
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200109/0537442a/
attachment.html>
From ernestthode at gmail.com Thu Jan 9 23:17:50 2020
From: ernestthode at gmail.com (Ernest Thode)
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2020 23:17:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
In-Reply-To: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history
and a copied tree?
How would you go about researching your house?

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:

> Hello,
>
> I have never interviewed candidates before. Please send me your top
> questions that have lead to great colleagues.
>
> Thank you.
>
> Sharen
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200109/688398de/
attachment.html>
From melinde at melinde.com Fri Jan 10 09:27:46 2020
From: melinde at melinde.com (Melinde Byrne)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 14:27:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in
a
genealogy/history department
In-Reply-To: <CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
In addition to Ernest?s good suggestions, if your clients are likely to be DNA test
takers, there are some crucial areas to cover, including the most basic questions
about whether someone is ready for the results.
If your genealogy/history department is high traffic or likely to attract
intermediate level researchers because of your collections, you might ask whether
the candidate has taken a genealogy class or attended a genealogy institute.
Best wishes,
Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG, FASG, FNGS
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Ernest Thode
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2020 11:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a genealogy/history
department
Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history and a
copied tree?
How would you go about researching your house?

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com<mailto:swixom2
at gmail.com>> wrote:
Hello,

I have never interviewed candidates before.
have lead to great colleagues.

Please send me your top questions that

Thank you.
Sharen
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/46f42549/
attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Fri Jan 10 12:26:29 2020
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 12:26:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due
February 1)
In-Reply-To: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
References: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
Andrew,
When I click on the Unsung Heroes Award link I get this error message:
"Sorry, the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."
Sharen
On Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 1:30 PM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
> The Genealogy Guys Podcast and Vivid-Pix co-sponsor the Unsung Heroes
> Award to recognize members of the genealogy community who digitize or index
> photos and other documents of value to genealogical researchers.
>
> THE CLOCK IS TICKING! Nominations are due at midnight EST on 1 February
> 2020. You can even nominate yourself!
>
> Please visit our blog post for details and nomination forms at
> http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/
> <http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/?fbclid=IwAR3ULqwl4IWgrrzc3CYI9gC8LcHoELJmyGGNy4uvA8KvE4uddBW6lsCosp0>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/
a2479ae7/attachment.html>
From SELLETTB at neumann.edu Fri Jan 10 12:33:15 2020
From: SELLETTB at neumann.edu (Barbara Selletti)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 17:33:15 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations
(due February 1)
In-Reply-To: <CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
<CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BL0PR01MB41808276339C33E4756E2973C3380@BL0PR01MB4180.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Same, here. "Sorry, the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."
Barb
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 12:26 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due February 1)
Andrew,
When I click on the Unsung Heroes Award link I get this error message:
the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."

"Sorry,

Sharen
On Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 1:30 PM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at
usf.edu>> wrote:
The Genealogy Guys Podcast and Vivid-Pix co-sponsor the Unsung Heroes Award to
recognize members of the genealogy community who digitize or index photos and other
documents of value to genealogical researchers.
THE CLOCK IS TICKING! Nominations are due at midnight EST on 1 February 2020. You
can even nominate yourself!
Please visit our blog post for details and nomination forms at
http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/<https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fblog.genealogyguys.com%2F2019%2F12%2Fgenealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html%2F%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR3ULqwl4IWgrrzc3CYI9gC8LcHoELJmyGGNy4uvA8KvE4uddBW6lsCosp0&data=02%7C01%7Csel
lettb%40neumann.edu%7C1d516683d187450dcdd408d795f2dfad
%7C0625771818b8471e979d44ec1dcafa3b
%7C1%7C1%7C637142742679922861&sdata=yazkyb8taqshQTQrvE8BMOy6qiL7qMl8EdAbOL3D6MQ

%3D&reserved=0>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Csellettb%40neumann.edu
%7C1d516683d187450dcdd408d795f2dfad%7C0625771818b8471e979d44ec1dcafa3b
%7C1%7C1%7C637142742679932851&sdata=upqgT9eYA2ioOW0grZKz7g3r57efVfVi%2F5Tnr5%2FE3bg
%3D&reserved=0>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/2d80d8d1/
attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Fri Jan 10 13:04:31 2020
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 18:04:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due
February 1)
In-Reply-To:
<BL0PR01MB41808276339C33E4756E2973C3380@BL0PR01MB4180.prod.exchangelabs.com>
References: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
<CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR01MB41808276339C33E4756E2973C3380@BL0PR01MB4180.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Message-ID: <A5223EFE-30FA-4B6E-A930-11590F79AF6D@usf.edu>
All, sorry for the error in the original post. Apparently an extra slash was
automatically inserted at the end of the original URL. Remove the slash (the URL
should end with html) and try again.
Thanks
Drew
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Barbara Selletti
<SELLETTB at neumann.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Friday, January 10, 2020 at 12:36 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due February 1)
This email originated from outside of USF. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender or understand the content is safe.
Same, here. "Sorry, the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."
Barb
Barbara J. Selletti, SFO, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216

sellettb at neumann.edu
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2020 12:26 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due February 1)
Andrew,
When I click on the Unsung Heroes Award link I get this error message:
the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."

"Sorry,

Sharen
On Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 1:30 PM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at
usf.edu>> wrote:
The Genealogy Guys Podcast and Vivid-Pix co-sponsor the Unsung Heroes Award to
recognize members of the genealogy community who digitize or index photos and other
documents of value to genealogical researchers.
THE CLOCK IS TICKING! Nominations are due at midnight EST on 1 February 2020. You
can even nominate yourself!
Please visit our blog post for details and nomination forms at
http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/<https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fblog.genealogyguys.com%2F2019%2F12%2Fgenealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html%2F%3Ffbclid
%3DIwAR3ULqwl4IWgrrzc3CYI9gC8LcHoELJmyGGNy4uvA8KvE4uddBW6lsCosp0&data=02%7C01%7Cdsm
ith%40usf.edu%7Cc339f15831e243c7ed9708d795f395b1%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C1%7C637142745725839835&sdata=kWEo1T8gYSloVvpSEpQTK1qglqQwbIATyNw7xwx4f4g
%3D&reserved=0>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu
%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Cdsmith%40usf.edu
%7Cc339f15831e243c7ed9708d795f395b1%7C741bf7dee2e546df8d6782607df9deaa
%7C0%7C0%7C637142745725849833&sdata=Yy9b57UgVwDHmHZJEJR
%2FTWjQegMmJNWzfGEYQizVcR0%3D&reserved=0>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/
c6f507c6/attachment.html>
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Fri Jan 10 13:10:55 2020
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 13:10:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due
February 1)
In-Reply-To:
<BL0PR01MB41808276339C33E4756E2973C3380@BL0PR01MB4180.prod.exchangelabs.com>

References: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
<CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
<BL0PR01MB41808276339C33E4756E2973C3380@BL0PR01MB4180.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Message-ID: <CAG+Ce0A5KnC=wHyv-o_oax_+OFSY+bEYeO1X29rUUEGM0SZwhQ@mail.gmail.com>
> Same, here. "Sorry, the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."
The URL had a stray / at the end; this is what you want:
http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issue-call.html
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From skirby at hctpl.info Fri Jan 10 13:14:32 2020
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 13:14:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hOKbEiTK6AES+DFpz5pmTVuzsyage4N687Gyk7PrLtZXQ@mail.gmail.com>
You might also want to ask
- how would they deal with the patron who insists that "we don't spell
it that way."
- If they do genealogy, what's their favorite website for research other
than Ancestry or FamilySearch
- If there is an archival component to your collection - what, if any,
experience do they have
- Basic digitization - what is the preferred format and resolution (.tif
and at least 600 dpi for normal photographs)
Just because they haven't done their own genealogy, it doesn't mean they
wouldn't be good, but it does show interest in the subject. If they haven't
done genealogy, they better be very good at local history (not necessarily
yours but somewhere).
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Genealogy and Archives Librarian
B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 9:29 AM Melinde Byrne <melinde at melinde.com> wrote:
> In addition to Ernest?s good suggestions, if your clients are likely to be
> DNA test takers, there are some crucial areas to cover, including the most
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basic questions about whether someone is ready for the results.

If your genealogy/history department is high traffic or likely to attract
intermediate level researchers because of your collections, you might ask
whether the candidate has taken a genealogy class or attended a genealogy
institute.

Best wishes,
Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG, FASG, FNGS

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Ernest Thode
*Sent:* Thursday, January 9, 2020 11:18 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department

Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history
and a copied tree?
How would you go about researching your house?

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
Hello,

I have never interviewed candidates before. Please send me your top
questions that have lead to great colleagues.

Thank you.

Sharen
_______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/4451dd5c/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Jan 10 14:48:46 2020
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 11:48:46 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Unsung Heroes Award seeking nominations (due
February 1)
In-Reply-To: <CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <D432C851-1C81-4C3B-8806-6DEC2E8B2DDF@usf.edu>
<CANue--WaNXtTJm6Gkj9PNZyOPkoy5F9NdFWi6+bzXVnLCD-wdA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVLaJ4BfUFZPfB-WCvUmeZVtZSo1z6yonmaaoaKGoKB3Q@mail.gmail.com>
Ditto here. No joy
Larry Naukam
On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 9:31 AM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
> Andrew,
>
> When I click on the Unsung Heroes Award link I get this error message:
> "Sorry, the page you were looking for in this blog does not exist."
>
> Sharen
>
>
> On Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 1:30 PM Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
>
>> The Genealogy Guys Podcast and Vivid-Pix co-sponsor the Unsung Heroes
>> Award to recognize members of the genealogy community who digitize or index
>> photos and other documents of value to genealogical researchers.
>>
>> THE CLOCK IS TICKING! Nominations are due at midnight EST on 1 February
>> 2020. You can even nominate yourself!
>>
>> Please visit our blog post for details and nomination forms at
>> http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/
>> <http://blog.genealogyguys.com/2019/12/genealogy-guys-and-vivid-pix-issuecall.html/?fbclid=IwAR3ULqwl4IWgrrzc3CYI9gC8LcHoELJmyGGNy4uvA8KvE4uddBW6lsCosp0>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________

>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/19d0aba7/
attachment.html>
From ddudek at fountaindale.org Fri Jan 10 15:39:08 2020
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 14:39:08 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hOKbEiTK6AES+DFpz5pmTVuzsyage4N687Gyk7PrLtZXQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
<CAAvK8hOKbEiTK6AES+DFpz5pmTVuzsyage4N687Gyk7PrLtZXQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHXdVepYoevZumiymXpH2QVh24bAXnT=+Wa4drf64XCyVA@mail.gmail.com>
Have a hypothetical genealogy reference interview question - "A patron
walks up to the reference desk _________________________.". This is a
great way to see how they respond to a genealogy reference interaction.
You may want a few of these with varying levels of difficulty.
Also - "Describe a difficult genealogy related situation and how you
resolved it."
On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 12:18 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
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You might also want to ask
- how would they deal with the patron who insists that "we don't spell
it that way."
- If they do genealogy, what's their favorite website for research
other than Ancestry or FamilySearch
- If there is an archival component to your collection - what, if any,
experience do they have
- Basic digitization - what is the preferred format and resolution
(.tif and at least 600 dpi for normal photographs)
Just because they haven't done their own genealogy, it doesn't mean they
wouldn't be good, but it does show interest in the subject. If they haven't
done genealogy, they better be very good at local history (not necessarily
yours but somewhere).
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Genealogy and Archives Librarian
B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750

> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
>
> On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 9:29 AM Melinde Byrne <melinde at melinde.com> wrote:
>
>> In addition to Ernest?s good suggestions, if your clients are likely to
>> be DNA test takers, there are some crucial areas to cover, including the
>> most basic questions about whether someone is ready for the results.
>>
>>
>>
>> If your genealogy/history department is high traffic or likely to attract
>> intermediate level researchers because of your collections, you might ask
>> whether the candidate has taken a genealogy class or attended a genealogy
>> institute.
>>
>>
>>
>> Best wishes,
>>
>> Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG, FASG, FNGS
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Ernest Thode
>> *Sent:* Thursday, January 9, 2020 11:18 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
>> genealogy/history department
>>
>>
>>
>> Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
>>
>> What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
>>
>> How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history
>> and a copied tree?
>>
>> How would you go about researching your house?
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Hello,
>>
>>
>>
>> I have never interviewed candidates before. Please send me your top
>> questions that have lead to great colleagues.
>>
>>
>>

>> Thank you.
>>
>>
>>
>> Sharen
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/26c60f2f/
attachment-0001.html>
From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Fri Jan 10 16:55:03 2020
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 16:55:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
In-Reply-To: <CABS3ZHXdVepYoevZumiymXpH2QVh24bAXnT=+Wa4drf64XCyVA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
<CAAvK8hOKbEiTK6AES+DFpz5pmTVuzsyage4N687Gyk7PrLtZXQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CABS3ZHXdVepYoevZumiymXpH2QVh24bAXnT=+Wa4drf64XCyVA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAL768sUg-CuDgDVnMtUncuYnBgk4vPULM5OYJk78LE3-yX9QcQ@mail.gmail.com>
I second Sarah's recommendation about asking for archival materials if you
have them.

I would ask something like "what is the most unexpected source that had
information you (or your patron) wanted, and how did you find it?" and
"What is the most unusual information you (or your patron) have found in a
commonly used source?" Since I think the ability to point patrons to other
organizations I would ask the candidate where they would send a patron who
has hit a brick wall in your collections.
Finally on a practical note I would ask when is the last time they used a
microfilm machine.
Megan Lewis,
reference librarian, US Holocaust Memorial Museum

On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 3:40 PM Debra Dudek <ddudek at fountaindale.org> wrote:
> Have a hypothetical genealogy reference interview question - "A patron
> walks up to the reference desk _________________________.". This is a
> great way to see how they respond to a genealogy reference interaction.
> You may want a few of these with varying levels of difficulty.
>
> Also - "Describe a difficult genealogy related situation and how you
> resolved it."
>
> On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 12:18 PM Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
>
>> You might also want to ask
>>
>>
- how would they deal with the patron who insists that "we don't
>>
spell it that way."
>>
- If they do genealogy, what's their favorite website for research
>>
other than Ancestry or FamilySearch
>>
- If there is an archival component to your collection - what, if
>>
any, experience do they have
>>
- Basic digitization - what is the preferred format and resolution
>>
(.tif and at least 600 dpi for normal photographs)
>>
>> Just because they haven't done their own genealogy, it doesn't mean they
>> wouldn't be good, but it does show interest in the subject. If they haven't
>> done genealogy, they better be very good at local history (not necessarily
>> yours but somewhere).
>> ______________
>> Sarah A. V. Kirby
>> Genealogy and Archives Librarian
>> B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
>> Huntington City Township Public Library
>> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
>> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
>> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>>
>>
>> On Fri, Jan 10, 2020 at 9:29 AM Melinde Byrne <melinde at melinde.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> In addition to Ernest?s good suggestions, if your clients are likely to
>>> be DNA test takers, there are some crucial areas to cover, including the
>>> most basic questions about whether someone is ready for the results.
>>>
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If your genealogy/history department is high traffic or likely to
attract intermediate level researchers because of your collections, you
might ask whether the candidate has taken a genealogy class or attended a
genealogy institute.

Best wishes,
Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG, FASG, FNGS

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Ernest Thode
*Sent:* Thursday, January 9, 2020 11:18 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department

Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history
and a copied tree?
How would you go about researching your house?

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
Hello,

I have never interviewed candidates before. Please send me your top
questions that have lead to great colleagues.

Thank you.

Sharen
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> ->
>
***********************************************************************************
************************
> Debra M. Dudek
> Fountaindale Public Library District
> Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
> 300 W. Briarcliff Road
> Bolingbrook, IL 60440
> (p) 630.685.4201
>
> "Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
> words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
> time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/
a5b02613/attachment.html>
From shouck at starklibrary.org Sat Jan 11 08:51:03 2020
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Sat, 11 Jan 2020 13:51:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a genealogy/history
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD656584@EX2010.scdl.local>
Hi Sharen;
I have found it helpful during the interview to have a blank Ancestor Chart and
ask the person to explain how to fill out the chart as if you were a first time
patron.
Sincerely
Stephanie
Stephanie M. Houck C.P.L.S. ?
Genealogy and Special Serivces Manager
Main/Genealogy
p:? 330-458-2757?
e:? shouck at starklibrary.org?
w:??www.StarkLibrary.org

?

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2020 22:38:22 -0500
From: Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
Message-ID:
<CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Hello,
I have never interviewed candidates before.
have lead to great colleagues.

Please send me your top questions that

Thank you.
Sharen
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200109/0537442a/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2020 23:17:50 -0500
From: Ernest Thode <ernestthode at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
Message-ID:
<CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history and a
copied tree?
How would you go about researching your house?

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,
I have never interviewed candidates before. Please send me your top
questions that have lead to great colleagues.
Thank you.
Sharen
_______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200109/688398de/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Fri, 10 Jan 2020 14:27:46 +0000
From: Melinde Byrne <melinde at melinde.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
Message-ID:
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380 at
BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
In addition to Ernest?s good suggestions, if your clients are likely to be DNA test
takers, there are some crucial areas to cover, including the most basic questions
about whether someone is ready for the results.
If your genealogy/history department is high traffic or likely to attract
intermediate level researchers because of your collections, you might ask whether
the candidate has taken a genealogy class or attended a genealogy institute.
Best wishes,
Melinde Lutz Byrne, CG, FASG, FNGS
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Ernest Thode
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2020 11:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a genealogy/history
department
Have you ever researched your own genealogy?
What are the top non-online sources for your town/county/area?
How can you tell the difference between a well-researched family history and a
copied tree?
How would you go about researching your house?

On Thu, Jan 9, 2020 at 10:39 PM Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com<mailto:swixom2
at gmail.com>> wrote:
Hello,
I have never interviewed candidates before.
have lead to great colleagues.
Thank you.
Sharen

Please send me your top questions that

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200110/46f42549/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Sat Jan 11 09:30:40 2020
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Sat, 11 Jan 2020 14:30:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a
genealogy/history department
In-Reply-To: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b856629003c04dabb635fe59dd296136@wtcpl.org>
What differences have you seen between the genealogy/local history collection and
the nonfiction collection?
Where would a researcher find keys to abbreviations found in a book?
What kind of info would the census provide over time?
Once the researcher has exhausted local sources, where would they go to find vital
records elsewhere?
What are your favorite digital resources, local, state, etc.?
Who would you include as referrals for local genealogy and history questions?
How do you print/download from Ancestry Library Edition?
What newspaper resources does the library have?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Thursday, January 9, 2020 10:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a genealogy/history
department
Hello,
I have never interviewed candidates before.
have lead to great colleagues.

Please send me your top questions that

Thank you.
Sharen
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From skirby at hctpl.info Tue Jan 21 12:06:29 2020
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue, 21 Jan 2020 12:06:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Did you guys see this - Seattle Archives on Chopping
Block
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hPH=BMXzH7BsmNbOp=B-x4+jdSNhAgCdkwdWnmu9e_Y9Q@mail.gmail.com>
https://mynorthwest.com/1673487/seattle-national-archives-closure-public-process/
Items would be moved to Missouri and California.
Pass the word and get active contacting legislators if you have an opinion.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Genealogy and Archives Librarian
B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200121/3a804a76/
attachment.html>
From joe at genesearch.com Fri Jan 24 11:03:17 2020
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Fri, 24 Jan 2020 09:03:17 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes and Records Website (USA) - Latest
Additions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfxtQDeQQi18vt1AiDr8ygXaB_AiDnKhSJwF-HVdrUUoMQ@mail.gmail.com>
The
for
KS,
VT,

Online Death Indexes and Records website has some new links or updates
the following states: AL, AR, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, HI, IL, IN, IA,
LA, ME, MD, MI, MN, MS, MO, NE, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OK, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT,
and WI. You can find a list of the latest additions and updates here:

http://bit.ly/rootsblog3
Happy searching.

Regards,
Joe
-Online Death Records Indexes, Obituaries and Cemeteries (USA)
https://www.deathindexes.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Mon Jan 27 09:25:03 2020
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2020 08:25:03 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical-Biographical Index
Message-ID: <CANLxXLH-=LcjhAAMg+FNw09DBTm2HA3Sg8LN8AXKAWwr5dUd-Q@mail.gmail.com>
A colleague who works as the librarian of an extensive genealogy collection
currently housed at Union College in Lincoln, Nebraska, is looking for a
home for their complete and mostly pristine set of the American
Genealogical-Biographical Index (over 200 volumes). Available for postage,
or (ideally) free to anyone willing to pick it up from Lincoln or Omaha.
Please contact Cindy Cochran, dc91047 at windstream.net.
Thanks!
Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
W. Dale Clark
*Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*Pachinko*, by Min Jin Lee*
"Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
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From swixom2 at gmail.com Mon Jan 27 10:13:13 2020
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2020 10:13:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Interviewing prospects to work in a genealogy/history
department
In-Reply-To: <CAC0bG4QAtuOvRBEwOMOfMZtoWTe_VTjg4LJON1r7gx=_JAV5jg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--U=ksXCNzJcSb1RE2x1gAnm_cfNpfXzXFjJ3WB0PjHmDw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC3rUmRCoBL1vJdNorXPs2BR=UPi+5qUxfY3Ddy0rEgsobrCyg@mail.gmail.com>
<BN6PR22MB08521A2170AB2F2C909DDEE7B5380@BN6PR22MB0852.namprd22.prod.outlook.com>
<CAAvK8hOKbEiTK6AES+DFpz5pmTVuzsyage4N687Gyk7PrLtZXQ@mail.gmail.com>
<CABS3ZHXdVepYoevZumiymXpH2QVh24bAXnT=+Wa4drf64XCyVA@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--VqaoV=84cCsEYcp4VanW7wAiqkvUHw2+CryYqV3oL6ow@mail.gmail.com>
<CANue--UGsvT0W1MzUP8gTs-Da8ZUiqU7AriVwzBw5fvC3=_AWw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAC0bG4QAtuOvRBEwOMOfMZtoWTe_VTjg4LJON1r7gx=_JAV5jg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANue--U5KffTT00g4-LkDZe_O_bBHkb=TtC4xkckNT8SVnacUQ@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks to all who sent excellent suggestions for interviewing candidates
for our upcoming associate position. They will help us find the best
future colleague. I appreciate the time and thought you devoted to helping
me with this new challenge.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From nora at nova.edu Mon Jan 27 12:57:41 2020
From: nora at nova.edu (Nora Quinlan)
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2020 17:57:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] British Genealogy magazines
Message-ID:
<MN2PR06MB55975CF66CF7EFAEF551F39AA40B0@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
We have available for a good home the following. We are happy to send for the cost
of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you have any questions - nora at
nova.edu and please copy my assistant - dgibson1 at nova.edu
Practical Family History. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:

#5 1998
#6 1998
#8 1998
#9 1998
#10 1998
#18 1999
#28 2000
#30 2000
#50 2002
Family History. Broken run, 1998-2002. Good condition.
Includes:
#28 1998
#52 2000
#54 2000
#55 2000
#80 2002
Family Tree Magazine. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:
Vol. 14: #4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11
Vol 15: #1, 12
Vol. 16: #1, 3, 5, 6, 7
Vol. 18: 6
Vol. 19: 2
Thank you.
Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Mon Jan 27 15:06:03 2020
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2020 20:06:03 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] British Genealogy magazines
In-Reply-To:
<MN2PR06MB55975CF66CF7EFAEF551F39AA40B0@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<MN2PR06MB55975CF66CF7EFAEF551F39AA40B0@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1E27EBFD@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
How much would it cost to send all of the Family Tree Magazines, providing they are
still available?
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nora Quinlan
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 12:58 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: Donna Gibson
Subject: [Genealib] British Genealogy magazines
We have available for a good home the following. We are happy to send for the cost
of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you have any questions - nora at
nova.edu and please copy my assistant - dgibson1 at nova.edu
Practical Family History. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:
#5 1998
#6 1998
#8 1998
#9 1998
#10 1998
#18 1999
#28 2000
#30 2000
#50 2002
Family History. Broken run, 1998-2002. Good condition.
Includes:
#28 1998
#52 2000
#54 2000
#55 2000
#80 2002
Family Tree Magazine. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:
Vol. 14: #4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11
Vol 15: #1, 12
Vol. 16: #1, 3, 5, 6, 7
Vol. 18: 6
Vol. 19: 2
Thank you.
Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library

Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida>
[youtube]<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Jan 27 16:26:34 2020
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2020 13:26:34 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] American Genealogical-Biographical Index
In-Reply-To: <CANLxXLH-=LcjhAAMg+FNw09DBTm2HA3Sg8LN8AXKAWwr5dUd-Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANLxXLH-=LcjhAAMg+FNw09DBTm2HA3Sg8LN8AXKAWwr5dUd-Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmER+g1cb9Fw6kiMg-9t1sQ+3vJh_LyWcJeO9x8JvMsmA@mail.gmail.com>
No thanks.
Arlene Miles
On Mon, Jan 27, 2020, 6:26 AM Martha Grenzeback (LIB) <
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A colleague who works as the librarian of an extensive genealogy
collection currently housed at Union College in Lincoln, Nebraska, is
looking for a home for their complete and mostly pristine set of the
American Genealogical-Biographical Index (over 200 volumes). Available for
postage, or (ideally) free to anyone willing to pick it up from Lincoln or
Omaha.
Please contact Cindy Cochran, dc91047 at windstream.net.

>
> Thanks!
>
> Martha Grenzeback | Genealogy & Local History Librarian
> W. Dale Clark
> *Main Library *215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
> mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
> omahalibrary.org
>
> <https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
> <https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
> <https://www.instagram.com/omahalibrary/>
> <https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
>
> *What I am reading?*Pachinko*, by Min Jin Lee*
>
> "Fiction is the lie that tells the truth." -- Neil Gaiman
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Jan 27 16:27:53 2020
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2020 13:27:53 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] British Genealogy magazines
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1E27EBFD@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>

References:
<MN2PR06MB55975CF66CF7EFAEF551F39AA40B0@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1E27EBFD@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=WiA2QXF9NrRQsz=fpN9Uw7-kn3rNigCfphERsK3OSkw@mail.gmail.com>
No thanks.
Arlene Miles
On Mon, Jan 27, 2020, 12:06 PM Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

How much would it cost to send all of the Family Tree Magazines, providing
they are still available?

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nora Quinlan
*Sent:* Monday, January 27, 2020 12:58 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Cc:* Donna Gibson
*Subject:* [Genealib] British Genealogy magazines

We have available for a good home the following. We are happy to send for
the cost of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you have any
questions - nora at nova.edu and please copy my assistant - dgibson1 at nova.edu
*Practical Family History*. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:
#5 1998
#6 1998
#8 1998
#9 1998
#10 1998
#18 1999
#28 2000
#30 2000
#50 2002
*Family History*. Broken run, 1998-2002. Good condition.
Includes:
#28
#52
#54
#55

1998
2000
2000
2000

#80 2002
*Family Tree Magazine*. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:
Vol. 14: #4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11

> Vol 15: #1, 12
> Vol. 16: #1, 3, 5, 6, 7
> Vol. 18: 6
> Vol. 19: 2
>
>
> Thank you.
>
> Nora J. Quinlan
>
> *Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services*
>
> Alvin Sherman Library
>
> Office (954) 262-4637
>
> nora at nova.edu
>
> nova.edu
>
> [image: facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
>
> [image: instagram] <https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
>
> [image: snapchat] <https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
>
> [image: twitter] <http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida>
>
> [image: youtube] <http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
>
> [image: linkedin] <https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Tue Jan 28 05:50:37 2020
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Tue, 28 Jan 2020 10:50:37 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: A new volume THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE Publication.
Message-ID: <C582ADCDF15D49C9AC63BD62CF22C373@EndUserPC>
Dear Librarians
I thought you would like to know that following years of research, we are delighted
to inform you of the publication of a new set of eleven volumes in this collection
of Royal Genealogy: It includes many families who have settled in the U.S. for some
generations, and provides a useful genealogical source.
I am delighted to inform you that a new volume has been published:

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
The Descendants of King Charles II
Volume 11 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille. through Charles Lennox.
The Keppel Lines of the Earls of Albemarle and the Barrington Lines, through
fourteen generations
This volume covers the descent through Lady Anne Lennox and the 2nd Earl of
Albemarle. It includes an array of Keppels, Admirals, Generals, and M.P.s; the
Keppel connections to the Duchesses of Cornwall and York; and the descent from
another, married to the agricultural reformer Coke of Norfolk, who became Earl of
Leicester. It covers other descendants including the Earls of Dartmouth, the
current having been a UKIP MEP; the Earls of Dunmore, Leitrim and Lichfield,
Viscounts Powerscourt and Barons Belper. Descendants include the Baronesses
Herries, with the connection to Michael Ancram; Viscount Dilhorne, the Lord
Chancellor; Elizabeth Manningham-Buller of MI5; 1922 Chairman Archie Hamilton; the
Garnier M.P.s; Hugh Gough and Lord Dunmore, winners of the Victoria Cross; Juliet
Keppel the winner of a million pounds in "Who wants to be a Millionaire"; and the
actor Kit Harington, and his wife Rose Leslie, another descendant.
ISBN 978-0-9957174-9-7
It is the eleventh and final volume of the series The Descendants of King Charles
II, and the series contains many U.S. families, and indeed more U.S. residents.

It is part of the THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE series
For many years we have been supplying our Royal Genealogy books to libraries all
over the U.S. At the moment, with the U.S. Dollar riding high, and the British
Pound low due to the European Brexit negotiations, this is a good time to top up
your collection, or indeed to start one.
To remind you about the series:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 45 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It
now includes a series on the descendants of the mistresses of King Charles II, many
of whom live in the U.S. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and
the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is
shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe,
and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source
of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.
All books have ISBN numbers.
In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble
dynasties.
The
The
The
The
and

relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany
Modena.

The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The
Volume 2 - The
Volume 3 - The
Volume 4 - The
Volume 5 - The

Descendants
Families of
Descendants
Descendants
Descendants

of H.M. Queen Victoria.
the British Consorts.
of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
?Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
The Descendants of King Charles II - 11 volumes
This series is currently being sequentially published. It contains many families
settled in the U.S. Five Volumes are now published:
Volume 1 - with Lucy Walter and with Mary Davis - The Buccleuch Lines and The
Derwentwater Lines
Volume 2 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers Through Lady Anne FitzRoy, Countess of
Sussex, the Dacre and Barrett-Lennard Lines
Volume 3 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers From the Dukes of Cleveland and Grafton,
the FitzRoy Lines, through fourteen generations
Volume 4 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Earls of
Harrington, the Stanhope Lines.
Volume 5 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Marquesses of
Hertford, the Seymour Lines.
Volume 6 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of
Lichfield, the Calvert, Clifford and Mostyn Lines through fourteen generations.
Volume 7 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of
Lichfield, the Nevill and Dillon Lines through fourteen generations
Volume 8 - with Nell Gwynn. From the Dukes of St. Albans, the Beauclerk Lines
through fourteen generations
Volume 9 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille, Through Lady Louisa
Lennox, The Berkeley Lines, and through Lady Elizabeth Keppel, The Russell Lines
through fourteen generations.
Volume 10 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille, Through Charles Lennox.
Duke of Richmond, the Gordon-Lennox Lines, and the FitzGerald Lines of the Dukes of
Leinster through fourteen generations
Volume 11 - with Louise Ren?e de Penanco?t de K?rouaille. through Charles Lennox.
The Keppel Lines of the Earls of Albemarle and the Barrington Lines, through

fourteen generations
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
Books may be bought individually, or in groups [e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9,
Charles II 11 (currently published, 9) or German 10 set]. Payment may be made by
check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we
could dispatch the book with an invoice. We will respond personally to enquiries
concerning specific orders.
"We offer a discount of 16% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced for you, net of discount, at GBP (British Pounds) ? 32.00 (US$
41.64 at today's exchange rate). The retail price is ?38(US$49.45).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 10.00 (US$ 13.00) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL
(U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 16% discount on your books,
resulting in a price of GBP32 = US$41.64 per book. The total price will be charged
to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold
Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).
Orders for dispatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a
quote will be made.
We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection
Yours ever
Patricia

PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
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From nora at nova.edu Wed Jan 29 16:09:43 2020
From: nora at nova.edu (Nora Quinlan)
Date: Wed, 29 Jan 2020 21:09:43 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] British Genealogy magazines
In-Reply-To:
<MN2PR06MB55975CF66CF7EFAEF551F39AA40B0@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<MN2PR06MB55975CF66CF7EFAEF551F39AA40B0@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<MN2PR06MB55975826C84A9A77B4BA6DA5A4050@MN2PR06MB5597.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Practical Family History and Family History are taken. Thank you.
We still have Family Tree Magazine available which I should emphasize is the
BRITISH version - very different from the American!
We are happy to send for the cost of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you
have any questions - nora at nova.edu and please copy my assistant - dgibson1 at
nova.edu
I also now want to add the following title:
Genealogists' Magazine Broken run. 1997-2009
In Blue Binder:
Vol. 25 #9-12 1997
Vol. 26 #1-3, 5, 6-8, Index
In Blue Binder:
Vol 26: #9-12
Vol. 27: #1, 2
Loose:
Vol. 27: #10, 12
Vol. 28: #8
Vol. 29: #5-9
Thank you again!

Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/logo-email.png]
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
________________________________
From: Nora Quinlan <nora at nova.edu>
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2020 12:57 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: Donna Gibson <dgibson1 at nova.edu>
Subject: British Genealogy magazines
We have available for a good home the following. We are happy to send for the cost
of shipping. Please respond directly to me if you have any questions - nora at
nova.edu and please copy my assistant - dgibson1 at nova.edu
Practical Family History. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:
#5 1998
#6 1998
#8 1998
#9 1998
#10 1998
#18 1999
#28 2000
#30 2000
#50 2002
Family History. Broken run, 1998-2002. Good condition.
Includes:
#28 1998
#52 2000
#54 2000
#55 2000
#80 2002
Family Tree Magazine. Broken run 1998-2002. Good Condition.
Includes:

Vol. 14: #4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11
Vol 15: #1, 12
Vol. 16: #1, 3, 5, 6, 7
Vol. 18: 6
Vol. 19: 2
Thank you.
Nora J. Quinlan
Director of Reference and Instructional Library Services
Alvin Sherman Library
Office (954) 262-4637
nora at nova.edu <mailto:nora at nova.edu>
nova.edu<http://nova.edu>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x20.gif]
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[facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/NSUFlorida>
[instagram]
<https://www.instagram.com/novasoutheastern/>
[snapchat]
<https://www.snapchat.com/add/nsusharks>
[twitter]
<http://www.twitter.com/nsuflorida> [youtube]
<http://www.youtube.com/c/novasoutheasternuniversity>
[linkedin]
<https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=18106>
[https://www.nova.edu/brand/_images/sig-images/spacer-1x10.gif]
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